
The economy may have slowed down but hiring hasn’t stopped. Companies are emerging
from the initial shock of the COVID-19 pandemic and are actively working on solutions to get
their employees back to work - with more flexibility.

"We have seen a seismic shift in institutional mindsets around how, where and when work gets done and
a humanization of the employee experience with well-being at its centre. If we take note of the lessons we
have been offered, we have a real opportunity to think differently about how work can work better for
everyone - because it makes sense for business, for the economy and for people." - Jennifer Hargreaves,
Founder & CEO of tellent

The ground has shifted. Are your
hiring practices keeping up so you

can land the best talent?

FLASH SURVEY: HIRING AND WORKFORCE
TRENDS DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
AND BEYOND
In April and May of 2020, we conducted a flash survey asking Canadian human resource and
recruitment managers about their current and future workforce strategies, and how the COVID-19
pandemic will influence workforce trends for the rest of 2020.   

WHO WE HEARD FROM 

75%

25%

HR managers / internal recruiters (75%)

External recruiters (25%)

49%51%

Large companies (501 to > 1000 employees) (49…

Small companies (< 100 - 500 employees) (51%)
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The pandemic has impacted the pace and volume of hiring.

ALL COMPANIES SMALL COMPANIES LARGE COMPANIES

49% of all respondents are
experiencing a hiring

slowdown right now. 30% have
completely frozen hiring.

64% of all respondents expect
hiring slowdowns to

continue through the rest of
2020.

No one saw an increase in
hiring through the rest of

2020.

38% of small
companies reported a hiring

freeze and 31% reported a
hiring slow down right now.

No significant change in
these numbers is expected

for the  duration of 2020.

25% of large organizations are
experiencing a hiring freeze

and 58% reported a hiring slow
down right now.

Only 8% expect the hiring
freeze to continue for the

duration of 2020.

75% expect the hiring
slowdown to continue

through 2020. 

As a company, we've made the decision that the team is the team is the team unless somebody
quits - we’re not adding people, and we're not taking away people at this point

- Internal HR Manager

WHO IS HIRING 
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(HR managers / internal recruiters) (HR managers / internal recruiters)



32%

64%

HR managers / internal recruiters External recruiters
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USE OF ONLINE COMMUNITIES TO FIND EXTERNAL TALENT

Building external and strategic relationships with diverse 
talent communities will be key to expanding and
diversifying your future talent pool and candidate reach.
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of HR managers and internal recruiters we heard from stated they
would increase focus on internal hiring over the next six months.

RECRUITMENT
STRATEGIES 

98% of HR managers and internal recruiters will
adapt their recruitment processes over the next
six months. 

We’ve had to start getting creative with how we are managing our current human resources. I
have been doing a lot of coaching with our leaders on how to build critical skills like adaptability
and resilience within their teams. There is a good chance that the path individuals were on prior

to the pandemic may no longer be an option... but we are committed to finding a place
[internally] for everyone - Internal HR Manager

Succession
in organizations that have committed to their current resource and have
shifted their talent acquisition strategy inward. Learning critical soft
skills such as agility and resilience will be necessary to help employees and
managers navigate these transitions.

planning and internal career development
strategies of employees will be impacted 

78% of all respondents will
increase digitization of the

recruitment process e.g. video
interviewing. 

Adaptability &
agility

Technology
savvy

Experience &
qualifications

THE TOP THREE SKILLS DESIRED BY EMPLOYERS REMAIN



WORKFORCE TRENDS

We may use freelancers in the future but we really do prefer to bring on team members in a
more permanent capacity. Our culture is very important to us and I’m not sure that freelancers

would get the benefit of that in the same way our permanent team members do 
- Internal HR Manager

62%

46%

38%

0%

33%

25% 25%

17%

Small companies Large companies

Increased contract
employment

Increased temporary
employment

Increased use of
freelancers

Increased permanent
employment
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WORKFORCE TRENDS 

Increased
most of the small businesses we spoke to recognized the economic
benefits of using contingent workers, they also expressed the importance
of bringing talent on permanently where they could, from a team or cultural
inclusion perspective.

opportunities will exist for contingent workers,
especially with small organizations. And while 
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of HR managers and internal recruiters agree that there will be
increased opportunities for contract workers and freelancers in the next
six months.

small
companies

large
companies

Respondents predict increased flexibility.

Our corporate culture is incredibly important. Do I think there will be challenges integrating
freelancers and new hires into our company culture? - sure, but I also believe that by adapting
our communications strategies we can come up with new and effective ways to achieve similar

results as before - Internal HR Manager



THE FUTURE OF
WORK IS FLEXIBLE

There will be an increase in openness to flexible
work arrangements and remote work in the future.
The survey revealed a glimpse into how both
employees and employers see work in the future.

88% 88%

76%

60%

Employees will expect
access to �ex work
options to continue

Companies will be more
comfortable and open to

offering �exible work
options

There will be increased
opportunities for

contingent workers &
freelancers

There will be increased
feelings of connection &

community at work
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A seismic
and when work gets done. Companies were forced to trial flexible
work practices when social distancing measures mandated remote
work protocols - and many found it beneficial and surprisingly easy. 

shift has occurred in institutional mindsets
and future expectations around how, where

Our leadership team as a whole will be more open to working from home because we kind of
weren't before. We said we were, but it didn't really happen. People were criticized if they were
home more than one day one week… This [experience] has transformed my thinking and how I

evaluate working from home - both for myself and my employees  - Internal HR Manager

[Flexible work] is like a huge opportunity and potentially really interesting. Work doesn't have to be
location-dependent when it's virtual. Think about the implications of that on the kind of talent we

now have access to. We are no longer limited to the best talent in our post-code but the best talent
in the country. That’s pretty amazing - Internal HR Manager

I am always surprised by how quickly people can adapt once they’ve made up their mind to. One
employer I work with said they would never allow work from home, it would never work. Even as
the government started shutting down services, they were still saying “no - it won’t work for us”.
And then boom, as soon as it was announced and they were forced to adapt - everyone got on

board to figure it out and it is working! It is amazing to see that kind of change - HR Consultant
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PANDEMIC IMPACT ON THE FUTURE OF WORK



EMPLOYEE
EMOTIONAL WELL-

BEING IS A PRIORITY

When noting the MOST URGENT HR
CHALLENGES in the next six months,
people trump policy.

88%88%88%

68%68%68%

60%60%60%

52%52%52%

44%44%44%

40%40%40%

40%40%40%

Employee emotional well-being

Setting up/managing alternative
work arrangements

Leadership during the time of
uncertainty

Employee training & development

Pandemic work regulations &
policies

Recruitment & workforce size

Legalities & resp around
workforce changes
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1E M P L O Y E E  W E L L - B E I N G

There has been a distinct shift from managing an employee in order to maximize their

productivity in a controlled work environment, to understanding all of the aspects that

make up that individual's world.

Routines and work-life boundaries have dissolved completely with employers taking a

more collaborative approach to figuring out how they can work most effectively.

2
E M E R G E N C Y  W O R K  F R O M  H O M E  A R R A N G E M E N T S

Most employers were surprised at how quickly and easily they were able to move their

teams to a work-from-home environment and how well everyone - employees and

managers - adapted.

The key challenges reported in our follow up conversations included access to stable

internet, hardware availability and the rapid digitalization of processes such as hiring and

onboarding.

3
L E A D E R S H I P

Leadership is more important now than ever. With so much uncertainty, having

transparent, authentic and honest conversations with teams has been paramount to

employee and employer success.

Leaders and HR managers are getting creative in how they keep their employees

connected and inspired - from remote quiz nights and daily check-ins to snack box

deliveries and guided meditations!

TOP          HR CHALLENGES

We are really taking into consideration the emotional, physical and mental
support of the employee. This is a hard time for everybody. We are not just asking you to work from
home, we are asking you to bring work into your home. That is asking a lot - Internal HR Manager

How do you really welcome somebody new to the organization when it's virtual? It's some of
those onboarding rituals that happen in person that really allow new hires to experience the

culture of what we’ve built and get excited by it. I worry if by not having that, their commitment
to the organization or overall feeling of inclusion (part of something bigger) will be impacted 

- Internal HR Manager

Our CEO has been doing a weekly briefing on zoom with the whole team. We are a tech startup
and there is a lot of uncertainty around whether or not our company will survive this. [Our CEO]

is honest and genuine on those calls. He shares what he knows and what their priorities as a
company are. We might not get the answers to all of our questions but we know that when he

has them, he will tell us. That is reassuring - Tech Startup

Employees
impact on your employer brand and your ability to attract and retain
talent in the future.

will remember how their leaders acted
and responded during the pandemic for
years to come. This will have a lasting 
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Increased
in a positive shift in how work is designed, measured and valued so
that it works better for everyone.

awareness of employees' needs, or a holistic
view of individual team members could result

MOST URGENT HUMAN RESOURCE CHALLENGES



You can strengthen it by connecting with your future talent now and controlling your story. We can
help you do that. 

tellent makes work, work for women. We are a resource and platform that connects entrepreneurs
and inclusive businesses to experienced and flexible female talent. 

Learn more about how we can help you:

How you treat your employees
now will impact your employer

brand for years to come.

We offer job advertisement and recruitment services to help you find
exceptional and diverse candidates. Access the expertise you need, when
you need it. Using freelance talent or experienced flexible workers can help
you stay lean in the current economic environment. We can adapt to your
budget. 

FIND TALENT

TRANSITION YOUR WORKFORCE
Give your employees a parting gift of community and well-being. We offer
virtual outplacement services for professional women at mid-career level
who have been impacted by layoffs or restructuring. Protect your employer
brand and look after your employees. 

STRENGTHEN YOUR EMPLOYER BRAND
We can help you connect to your future female talent and strengthen your
brand story. Position your company as a leading workplace in the new
economy. 

Jennifer Hargreaves
Founder and CEO 
Tellent Services Incorporated

(416) 802 9747

Jennifer@wearetellent.com

wearetellent.com

@wearetellent

ABOUT THE SURVEY

METHODOLOGY AND LIMITATIONS

tellent created the survey Hiring and Workforce Trends During the COVID-19 Pandemic and Beyond
(“the Survey”) in April 2020. The purpose of the Survey is to capture how Canadian human resource
and recruitment managers are feeling about their current and future workforce strategies, and how
the COVID-19 pandemic will influence workforce trends for the rest of 2020.

This online survey was created using SurveyMonkey. SurveyMonkey is an online survey tool and
data collection platform and was run in April and May of 2020. The survey participants were selected
through convenience sampling that identified a population of accessible or available people. The
survey was distributed to this population as social media and email communication with a live link
to the survey. The questionnaire was seeded to wider networks through snowball sampling. Due to
this methodology, the survey results cannot be generalized to the larger population of hiring
managers in Canada.

http://wearetellent.com/

